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ABSTRACT 
In this thesis we investigate control across stochastic drop-out channels. We seek 
optimal linear controllers for mean-square stability that make use of the knowledge of 
whether a packet is received. We establish a fundamental bound on drop-out probability 
allowable for stabilization, which in some cases is tight. When tight, a convex optimiza-
tion provides controller design. The main result is a remote stabilization technique that 
always achieves this bound via acknowledgement from the actuation receiver. Controller 
information structure and decentralization issues are considered. 
The theory is then applied to the inverted pendulum experiment Pendubot. The 
Pendubot is a nonlinear plant that balances the links of an inverted pendulum via a 
control torque and optical sensors for position. A control strategy is developed using 
the stabilization technique derived above together with linearization and discretization 
of the apparatus. The complete design procedure is documented leading to a successful 
controller. Included are the encountered hardware issues, software issues in Matlab and 
C programming, theoretical issues, and experiment results. A mock drop-out network 
is simulated via C programming. The experiments validate that the theoretical design 
technique actually works, and that the theoretical bounds on allowable drop-out have 
significant practical bearing. 
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1 Introduction 
Recent trends in control and in communication have motivated researchers to tackle 
problems where both fields are at stake. Communication is using more control, and 
control problems are beginning to accept communication restraint. The latter is my 
concern in this thesis. 
The purpose of control with communication restraint is of course remote control, and 
the applications for this seem to be continuing to grow. Intelligence and computation are 
delocalized abstractions, and we can imagine computers controlling many things across 
networks. 
The communication channels studied are admittedly often simple, as is the case 
here. But, this is a starting point, and interesting phenomena are already appearing. 
The results lead to interesting interpretation. I have discovered some of it with my 
advisor over pencil and paper, some at the computer running controller synthesis and 
analysis, and some at the experimenting table. The interpretation is a work in progress 
but has some elements of communication and information theory. 
The content of this thesis emerged from an idea I had in August 2003. Recent work 
by my advisor [1, 2] sparked an idea for improvement. I pursued this by synthesizing 
controllers in Matlab. Having worked frequently with the Pendubot in the past, I used 
the Pendubot model as the plant for my investigations. This had two benefits: (1) I was 
familiar with this plant and its control, and (2) I had the physical apparatus with which 
to experiment. 
The initial work in Matlab indicated an improvement could be made. My idea 
centered on making use of the receiver side information which was previously ignored; 
that is, knowledge at the receiver of whether the network packet had arrived (and taking 
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special action when one hadn't). The Fall of 2003 was spent with my advisor and I 
working on this theoretically and in Matlab. 
In the spring the theory came to its current resting place, and I picked up a new 
task: experimentation. I decided to implement all of this, including the original work of 
[l, 2], on the Pendubot. The months of March and April were spent on this. My work 
from the summer of 2002 also contributed, which was my first experience implementing 
advanced control strategies on the Pendubot. The apparatus requires new programming 
at the C-language level to modify it from its original control abilities. This, together 
with Matlab issues, "practical" theoretical issues, and things in between, took my efforts 
during this time. 
The result of the experimenting was a surprisingly successful controller. This was 
especially shocking after so many defeats. When an experiment run failed, it was hard 
to tell if this was from a practical issue that could be overcome or whether the theory 
was faulty. On the night of April 26 the final step fell into place and the theory was 
resoundingly validated. 
This thesis is divided into two parts. Part I contains the theory and Part II the 
experimentation. Part I has been included despite significant contribution by my advisor. 
The proofs and much writing are due to him. The concepts were worked out together, 
some by my advisor and some by me, in a back-and-forth fashion. There are some 
significant leaps I could not have made by myself. 
Thus, my original and independent contribution in this project is (1) the initial 
conception of changes to a theory that I recognized could be improved, and (2) the 
experimentation that validates the developed theory. Both I did solely and by my own 
initiation. The experiments give strong support to a theoretical work which is planned 
for forthcoming journal publication. 
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PART I: THEORY 
In this Part we study the problem of feedback stabilization of a linear discrete-time 
system when a linear controller is connected to the plant via communication channels 
modeled as analog drop-out (erasure) channels. Drop-out channels describe the loss of 
data packets typical of the internet channel. We are interested in the maximal drop 
probability for which the closed-loop system can be stabilized in the Mean Square sense. 
This work fits within the general study of control over networks which have been the 
focus of much recent research. [3]-[14] is a small sample most relevant to this work. 
The approach we propose enables us to study the actual remote control situation. 
Most studies, instead, consider only one communication channel in the loop [6, 7, 13, 
14]. For a digital Erasure channel, [6] shows that the Capacity needed for stabilization 
directly relates to the unstable eigenvalues. [7] studies the closed-loop stability in the 
Mean Square sense for a single-state unstable system with a binary Erasure channel and 
introduces the the new notion of "Anytime" Capacity. More recently, [8, 9, 10, 11] have 
studied the problem in a setting similar to ours, but again, with only one channel in the 
loop. We will see that these results are special cases of the results of this work and that 
can be simply reproduced using our approach. [12] considers a setup with two channels, 
but in a deterministic setting. 
The central idea in our framework, first proposed in [1], is to interpret the variance of 
the random variables as the size of a stochastic uncertainty in an otherwise deterministic 
model, the Mean system. The optimal solution to the remote stabilization problem can 
then be computed by solving a robust control synthesis problem, where the nominal 
system model is deterministic and the structured model uncertainty is stochastic (real 
parametric random time-varying uncertainty). 
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Figure 1.1 The setup: A linear controller is connected with a linear plant 
across stochastic drop-out channels. 
In this work, we focus on the use of the channel side information at the receivers, and 
derive the maximal drop probability sustainable by the closed loop when the receivers 
use the channel state information. 
One contribution of this work is to show that the channel side information, at the 
receiver, can be interpreted as the availability of noiseless feedback from the receiver to 
the transmitter, and can eventually improve the robustness to erasures by reducing the 
effect of the plant Non-Minimum Phase (NMP) zeros. However, noiseless feedback at 
the receiver is more powerful than the receiver side information. 
Explicit noiseless feedback at the transmitter makes the problem a centralized de-
sign with a centralized implementation and therefore convex, whereas if the feedback is 
left implicit within the receiver the problem is typically a decentralized design with a 
decentralized implementation. 
The main results of the work can be summarized as follows. We first show that 
the channel side information is not useful to increase the robustness to erasure when 
the plant is unstable but Minimum Phase (MP). We also derive the maximal tolerable 
erasure probability for any (linear) receiver and show that it is in terms of the unstable 
eigenvalues of the plant only. For NMP plants, we show that such limit is achievable by 
a remote controller that explicitly uses noiseless acknowledgements from the actuator 
channel. However, we don't yet know if that limit is achievable if we use implicit feedback 
at the actuator receiver instead. 
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2 Problem setup 
In this thesis, the plant is a single-input single-output linear discrete-time system 
governed by the following difference equations: 
Plant: 
x+ - Ax+Br 
(2.1) 
Yp Cx 
where x E IRn, x+ denotes the system state at the next discrete time, A E IRnxn, 
B E IRnx 1 , C E IR 1 xn. The plant is assumed unstable, but stabilizable. 
2.1 Packet-drop channel models 
We want to analyze the effect of packet losses on the stabilizability ofthe closed-loop 
system. In [1] we have considered the following analog memoryless model. At each k, 
the output r of the channel is given by 
r(k) = t,(k)u(k) 
where u is the channel input and f, ( k) is a random variable identically Bernoulli dis-
tributed for each k, with 
{ 
Pr(f, = 0) = e 
Pr(f, = 1) = 1 - e 
(2.2) 
In this simple model, we neglect the discrete nature of the packets, allowing the channel 
input to be a real number. In doing so, we simplify the analysis and still capture some 
important limitations induced by the unreliability of the channel. Another implicit 
constraint is that the loss of the message is identified with an output equal to zero. This 
models a switch between the channel input and ground. Switches like this one together 
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with memory elements can be used to model more complex fading channels with memory 
[2]. When used to model a packet-drop link, although allowing for the packet loss to be 
recognized, it also forces the receiver to output a zero value when the message is lost. 
This action can be justified if we are looking for particularly simple receivers/decoders. 
In this work, we propose a slightly more sophisticated model which allows to better use 
the information that a message has been lost at the receiver. We can thus study the 
impact of allowing for more complex receivers/decoders on the closed-loop performance 
and limitations. The joint channel receiver model we adopt is 
r(k) = ~(k)u(k) + (1 - ~(k))h(k), (2.3) 
where h(k) = H(r(k - 1), r(k - 2), ... ) ~ Hr(k) is the output of an LTI strictly proper 
filter, which depends on the past channel output values, and ~(k) is Bernoulli IID for 
each k, satisfying (2.2). For future reference, defineµ~ E {0 = 1 - e. 
Figure 2.l(a) shows the channel with receiver described in (2.3) at the actuator side. 
Note that ~ = 1 implies that the channel input is correctly received and provided to 
the plant, while ~ = 0 implies that the message is lost, and the plant input is provided 
exclusively by H. 
In the case h(k) = r(k - 1), or H = z-1 , the receiver is a latch that holds the 
previous output value as long as the messages are lost and updates the output when a 
new message arrives. This receiver strategy has been considered in [11] 
Figure 2.l(b) shows a simple manipulation that isolates random variable~- In Figure 
2.l(c), we have made the substitution ~ = µ(1 +Li) where Li is a zero mean random 
variable with variance <Y2 = l~e. This transformation is motivated in the next section. 
2.2 Channels as uncertain systems 
When H is given, it can be considered as part of the channel model, which can be 
represented as a general analog fading channel. Figure 2.2(a) shows the structure. 
As was proposed in [l] the main idea in our derivation is to describe the random 
variables which are part of the channel model as the source of uncertainty in an otherwise 
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a) c) 
Figure 2.1 a) Receiver model, one channel. b) Equivalent blocks after trans-
formation of section 5.1. c) ~ is split into 6 and µ, where 
zero-mean 6 = g~µ is introduced. ~ = µ(1 + 6). 
purely deterministic model, the Mean Channel. This view fits naturally within the 
traditional robust control framework, with a deterministic model in feedback with an 
uncertainty parameterized by the variance of the random variables. It is also natural in 
the problem of control over communication channels where the sources of uncertainty 
are in the channels, which are physically separated from both the deterministic plant 
and the deterministic controller. We introduce the following definition: 
Definition 2.1 An analog Fading Channel is described in Figure 2.2(a). It is composed 
of two parts: the Mean Channel C and stochastic uncertainty 6. The Mean Channel 
is a deterministic LT! system mapping (w,n,u)---+ (z,r), where u E JRnu is the Fading 
Channel input vector, r E JRnr is the Fading Channel output vector, n E JRnn is a vector 
of uncorrelated stochastic noise inputs, and w, z E JRP. 
The stochastic perturbation 6 maps z ---+ w and is defined as .6. 
1, ... ,p). 
For each i = 1, ... ,p, 6i(O), 6i(l), ... , 6i(k), ... are IID random variables with 
Moreover, 6 1(k), ... , 6p(k) are independent for each k, although not necessarily iden-
tically distributed. 6 acts as multiplication operator on z to provide w; i.e., wi ( k) = 
6i(k)zi(k) for i = 1, ... ,p, Vk ~ 0. 
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Figure 2.2 a) General setup with Plant, Controller and Fading Channel. 
b) Standard framework with M deterministic and b. stochastic. 
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3 Feed back over analog fading channels 
We can now put together the channel, the plant and the controller into the robust 
control framework described in Figure 2.2(b). In this thesis nw = nz = p and nu = 1. 
Also, since we are interested in stabilization we assume that nv = nn = O; thus we will 
disregard n and v in the rest of the thesis. 
The controller has the following general form. 
K: (3.1) 
u 
Let M = F( G, K) denote the feedback interconnection of G with K. This is the closed-
loop system from w to z. Let the state space equations of M be the following. 
M: 
Ax+Bw 
(3.2) 
z Cx+Vw 
Following the setup described in Figure 2.2(b), the linear time-invariant discrete-time 
system M hasp-inputs and p-outputs and is in feedback with the diagonal uncertainty 
.6. described in Definition 2.1. 
3.1 Mean Square closed-loop stability 
Let X = E {xx'}, W = E { ww'} = E { .6.zz' .6.}, and Z = E { zz'}. The Mean Square 
System associated with the closed-loop system F(.6., M) describes the evolution of X, 
and has the following form. 
x+ 
z 
AXA'+ BWB' 
CXC' +DWD' 
(3.3) 
The stability of the Mean Square System defines the Mean Square Stability of F( .6., M). 
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Definition 3.1 The closed-loop system :F(~, M) is Mean Square Stable if its associated 
Mean Square System (3.3) is well-posed and stable, i.e., for any initial condition X(O) 2: 
0, 
lim X(k) = 0. 
k--+oo 
3.2 Mean Square stability robustness to structured bounded 
variance uncertainty 
Definition 3.2 The Mean Squareµ of M with respect to~ is defined as µMs(M, ~) = 
- 1 - 2 such that the closed-loop system is Mean Square Stable. sup a 
- 1- gives the largest Mean Square Stability radius. It tells the largest variance of the 
µMS 
random variables which is tolerable by M. 
Definition 3.3 The Mean Square norm of M is defined as 
p 
llMllMs =_max 
i=l, ... ,p 
I: llMiill;. 
j=l 
The square of the Mean Square norm of M is the maximal among the output channel 
energies. Note the difference with the traditional 712 norm, which is the sum of the 
energies of the output channels. II Mii Ms can be computed via an LMI optimization; see 
[1]. 
Theorem 3.4 Assume that M = :F( G, K) = (A, B, C, V) is stable and that V is either 
strictly lower triangular or strictly upper triangular. The feedback interconnection of M 
and~ is Mean Square Stable iff 0"2 inf_ 11e-1 MBll~s < 1. 
11>0, Diag. 
See [1, 2] for a more extended version of the theorem and for references to related work. 
From the above theorem it follows immediately that 
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3.3 Controller synthesis 
From Theorem 3.4, the synthesis problem is posed as follows. 
µ'Af 8 = inf inf lltr1 F(G, K)Bll~s 
0E8 K -stab,LT I 
(3.4) 
The available approaches are either based on non-convex global optimization meth-
ods, for example [16], or they are based on heuristic suboptimal methods like the D-K 
iteration [15]. At any rate, for two or three uncertainty blocks we can resort to gridding 
of 8. For each fixed 80 > 0, we need to solve for the controller that minimizes the Mean 
Square norm of the scaled system. We want to find K achieving 
inf llB01F(G, K)Boll~s, 
K -stab,LT I . 
(3.5) 
which is equivalent to an LMI optimization [l]. 
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4 Results for specific receivers 
The case when H = 0 was studied in [1] under various assumptions. 
4.1 H = 0, one channel, state feedback 
When only one channel is present in the loop and the controller has access to the 
plant state, [1] has shown that the largest drop probability is a function of the unstable 
eigenvalues of the plant. Namely: 
This result is of theoretical value since it will be seen to indicate the limits of performance 
achievable with linear schemes. 
4.2 H = 0, one channel, output feedback 
If the controller measures plant output instead of the state, the largest tolerable drop 
probability is given by 
e~f = 1 +~Ms, where µM-s = inf llF(G, K)ll;. K-LTI, stab. 
If the plant is minimum phase, e~1 = e:1; however, when the plant is unstable and non-
minimum phase, e~1 < e:1. This result is in agreement with the intuition that unstable 
plants that are more difficult to control like those which are non-minimum phase should 
require better quality of service from the communication link. 
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4.3 H = z-1 , two channels 
Our approach allows to handle in greater generality special cases that have appeared 
in the literature [11]. For example, we can compute the largest tolerable drop probability 
when two channels are in the loop and each receiver holds the previous output value 
while there is no new message. When applied to the Pendubot example, to be introduced 
in section 5.2, we obtain the value for e* reported in Table 6.1 where it is also compared 
with that tolerable when H = 0. 
We see that the strategy of holding the previous output is beneficial only in the case 
where the plant is non-minimum phase. 
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5 Simultaneous design of controller and receivers 
From the development in the previous chapter it is natural to ask what the best 
(linear) receiver strategy is. This question is the focus of the remainder of Part I. 
The simultaneous design of K and H appears in general to be a difficult decentralized 
control problem for which no convex characterization is known. The approach we take 
here is to study a related design problem which is convex and provides an upper bound 
on the achievable performance. We can thus characterize a fundamental limitation of 
linear schemes. We present cases where the bound is tight, and the solution to the 
convex optimization can be implemented. We further show that the solutions to the 
convex optimization can in general be implemented if noiseless acknowledgments from 
the receiver are sent back to the controller. During the development, an asymmetry will 
be evident between the sensor and the actuator communication systems. 
We begin by studying the single-channel case, which reveals many of the issues 
important in the two-channel case. 
5.1 One actuator channel 
In this section, we assume that there is only one channel in the loop and that it is 
used to deliver the controller input to the plant actuator as shown in Figure 2.1, where 
- H - K 
H = - and K = . 
1-H 1-H 
Since H, and therefore fl, must be strictly proper, it is more convenient to define the 
following variables 
µH = z-1iI and µK = k 
15 
...................................... 0... 
Figure 5.1 Simultaneous design of controller and receiver for one actuator 
channel, in standard robust framework. 
and to include the delay in the generalized plant as shown in Figure 5.1. 
The rearrangements of Figure 2.l(a) shown in Figure 2.l(b) and Figure 5.1 clarify 
an important feature of the receiver of Figure 2.l(a) which can be interpreted as follows. 
• Using the state of the channel for processing at the receiver is like using a one-step 
delayed noiseless feedback to the encoder/controller from the receiver. 
• Such a feedback path transforms the SISO possibly-NMP plant into a single-input 
two-output system which is minimum phase. 
These considerations explain the observation made in section 4.3 where we saw that the 
receiver with H = z-1 affected the performance only when the plant was NMP. What 
would the largest drop probability be if we could search over arbitrary fI and f<.? This 
relaxation makes the problem convex, and its solution provides a fundamental limitation 
of linear processing. 
Theorem 5.1 No linear receiver H can lead toe* > e;f. Moreover, if noiseless feedback 
is available from the receiver to the transmitter, then there exists a linear scheme that 
tolerates e* = e;f. 
A consequence of this result is that H = 0 (no post-processing) is sufficient to obtain 
e* = e;f if the plant is MP. Thus, post-processing is only useful to reduce the extra 
limitations introduced by the NMP zeros. 
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Proof. Let K [k, HJ minimize the H 2 norm between w and z. Note that R is 
stabilizing 
P=[P] z-1 ' 
which is unstable but minimum phase. Therefore, R maximizes the tolerable drop prob-
ability which is given bye* = esf· An observation useful later is that R must be stable; 
if not, its unstable eigenvalues will contribute to the unstable open loop eigenvalues 
increasing the H 2 between w and z. Since any controller/ receiver pair results in some 
[K, H] which is stabilizing, the maximal drop probability tolerable by any such scheme 
must be e* :S esf. 
A A 
From the optimal K and H, the optimal scheme that guarantees stability against e;1 
can be implemented at the controller /transmitter side, using the one-step delayed ac-
knowledgement from the receiver. Since the controller knows the message it sent, it only 
needs to know whether the message has been lost in order to generate its input shown 
in Figure 2.l(b). D 
Whether it is possible to achieve the same performance without using the acknowl-
edgments is not yet completely known. We have the following sufficient condition. 
Theorem 5.2 Let R be given as in Theorem 5.1. If fiz- 1 is stable, then the decen-
µ-Hz-1 
tralized 
H 
H = - _ , and K = K(l - H), 
1-H 
guarantee stability against e;1. 
- -
Proof. Recall that the H and K achievable using K and H are given by the following 
expressions: 
- H - K 
H = - H, and K = H. 1- 1-
- -
We know from the previous theorem that the optimal K and H are stable. Solving for 
H we obtain 
H= - H -
1-H 
lHA -1 - z 
µ 
1- lJ{z-1. 
µ 
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From the assumption, H is stable, as is (1 - H). This implies that K is also stable, 
and so is (1 - H)- 1 ; otherwise fI (or K) could not be stable. Thus, the optimal R can 
be factored as the product of a unit, (1 - H)- 1 , with an outer transfer function matrix 
[K H]. 
[k H]=(l-H)-1 [K H] 
which cannot have unstable pole-zero cancellations. 0 
5.2 Examples 
Consider the plant model for the Pendubot inverted pendulum. (for schematic see [l]) 
The system has been linearized and discretized, and limited to single output (position of 
the balanced link). The result has open-loop zeros {0.9727, -1, 1.0281} and open-loop 
poles {l.0591, 1.0324, 0.9686, 0.9442}. 
When we apply the theory to the Pendubot, we obtain that the sufficient condition 
of the above theorem is satisfied, and thus we can construct K and H robust to drop 
probability 
e* = e:1 = 0.8365. 
However, for a plant with zero at {2} and poles {1.5, 3}, the condition of Theorem 
5.2 is not satisfied, and although we can achieve 
e* = e:1 = 0.111 
by using noiseless acknowledgement, it is not clear if and how e;1 can be achieved by 
K and H. Note that this plant cannot be stabilized by a stable controller. Thus, if K 
must be unstable1 , k must also be unstable with the same unstable poles of K and no 
others. Recall, however, that the optimal R is unique and leads to k and fI which are 
stable. This problem deserves further investigation. 
1 Note that K (and not H) is the only controller portion that can stabilize the plant. This can be 
argued more formally. 
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a) b) 
Figure 5.2 a) Sensor-ch.~mnel r_eceiver model. b) Implementation utilizing 
centralized K and L. 
5.3 One sensor channel 
The design is simpler when the only channel in the loop is located on the sensor side. 
The main advantage is .that both controller and receiver are on the same side as shown 
in Figure 5.2(a). In this situation, the problem is centralized and no explicit feedback 
is needed. 
Theorem 5.3 No linear receiver L and controller K can lead to e* > e;1, and there 
exists a linear scheme that tolerates e* = e;1. 
Proof. Following the transformation of Figure 5.2(b), let P = [z-1 P], and let 
K = [ ~] be the optimal controller minimizing the 'H2 norm from w to z. We have 
µL - 1 A µK - A 
--- = µL = z- L, and -- = µK = K. 
1-L 1-L 
Once again, since P is MP, the optimal H 2 norm is given only in terms of the unstable 
poles of P, namely: 
llF(G, K) II~= II l,\~(A)l 2 - 1 
which leads to e* = e;1. In this case, however, we do not have to worry about imple-
menting Land k in terms of Land K. This is because L and k don't need to have 
separated realizations since they are not at different physical locations as is the case 
when the channel is on the actuator side. 
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Now following Figure 5.2(b) the input v is given according to the following logic: 
v~{Yp~YP 
This completes the proof. 
if message is received 
if message is lost 
(~ = 1) 
(~ = 0) 
(5.1) 
D 
We see that there is an asymmetry between the actuator and the sensor channel re-
sults. As already explained, this is the result of the difference in the physical location 
between the controller and the receiver. When they are not located at the same place, 
there is some extra effort needed to keep their states synchronized, and this is achieved 
by the explicit acknowledgement mechanism. 
5.4 Relation to recent results 
We want to point out that the result of Theorem 5.3 generalizes the recent result 
of [9] on Kalman filtering with intermittent observations. Here, we are designing a 
receiver/controller which includes a Kalman filter, and we are showing the largest toler-
able e* = esf (an issue left unresolved in [9]) for systems with more than one unstable 
mode. Note that the switching strategy (5.1) is also the same, where the filter estimate 
is updated only when the measurement is available. 
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6 Two channels 
In this chapter, we consider the remote stabilization problem by allowing the con-
troller to be connected to the plant through both packet drop channels. In trying to 
extend the results of the previous chapters we face similar challenges due to the physical 
delocalization of the various elements in the loop. We will follow the same relaxation 
approach to come up with the fundamental limits of linear processing, and propose a 
solution that achieves such limits but requires noiseless acknowledgments from the actu-
ator receiver back to the controller. The scheme simplifies to that of [1] when the plant 
is MP. However, a complete characterization of the situation where explicit feedback is 
needed is still missing, and it will be the focus of future research. 
Figure 6.l(a) shows the natural extension to the two channel case of the schemes 
previously introduced, plus a dashed block which should temporarily be ignored. As we 
proceed through the same steps we face a new difficulty. As we relax the problem by 
searching over iI, k, L, instead of H, K, L, we find that it is still non-convex. 
While the controller has the following structure, 
the plant seen by the controller is given by 
Following [17, 18], we see that this structure does not lead to a convex search in the 
Youla parameter1 . To overcome this problem we add a new block J as shown in Figure 
1This does not mean that there is no other parameterization that makes this problem convex, but 
at this time none is known to us. 
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b) 
Figure 6.1 a) Extension of receiver model to two channels. b) Two-channel 
simultaneous controller/receiver design in standard robust 
framework, ready for K synthesis. 
6.1 (a). In this case the controller is a full 2 x 2 system with no special information 
structure. 
6.1 Controller information structure and independent realiza-
tions 
It is worth pointing out that although we can search for a controller 
(6.1) 
convexly, this does not mean that once the controller is available, it can be implemented 
as the linear combination of the four (physically separated) subsystems fI, K, L, and J. 
To see this, consider the case when the controller components share states corresponding 
to unstable modes of K. This means that any non-minimal realization of K in terms 
of its components which have common unstable poles will produce unstable pole-zero 
cancellations and will lead to internal instability of the closed loop. 
Fortunately, the centralized solution can be implemented by using explicit acknowl-
edgments as shown next. This aspect has been also recognized in [19], where specific 
extra communication links are introduced to acquire convexity. 
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Table 6.1 Largest drop probability tolerable for two-channel remote control 
of the Pendubot with output feedback: selected receivers. 
H,L=O H L = z-1 
' 
H,L~H,L 
e* 3. 10-3 0.3884 0.8365 
6.2 Remote stabilization with ACK 
In this section we present the main result on remote stabilization. 
Theorem 6.1 There is a remote control scheme, which uses one-step delayed noiseless 
acknowledgments from the actuator receiver, that guarantees Mean Square Stability of 
the closed loop when the probability of packet drop for both channels is at most 
* * e = esf 
and the messages are dropped independently. 
Proof. Consider the model-based controller for the plant (2.1) with the following state-
space equations: 
x+ Ax + Bu - Lv 
Z1 Fx 
Kd: Z2 -Cx + YP 
u Fx + W1 
v - -Cx + W2 + Yp 
With reference to Figure 6.1, note that y1 = z-1u and y2 = z-1v, in other words we are 
including the delays in the controller instead than in the generalized plant. The closed 
loop transfer function matrix, M, is given by the following equations. 
[
pqi-1 B 
M= F 
0 
-(F<Pp1 B + I)F<P£1 Ll 
cqi-1 L 
L 
where <Pp1 = [zI - (A+ BF)r1 , and <1>£ 1 = [zI - (A+ Lc)r1 . The spectral radius of 
Mis given by p(M) =max { //F<Pp1 Bl/~, l/C<P£1 LI/~}. 
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The minimal spectral radius of Mover F and Lis achieved when F and Lare the gains 
that minimize the energy to stabilize the two systems 
However, minp JJF<I>p1 BJJ~ = minL JfC<I>£ 1 Lf f~ =TI i>-f(A)l 2 -l, which leads toe*= e;1. 
Given (the optimal) Kd, the state space of (the optimal) f< in (6.1) shown in Figure 
6.l(b) can have the following expression: 
f(: 
A AB -AL 
F 
-C 
FE -FL 
-CB CL 
6.3 Remote controller implementation 
D 
The actual remote controller is a map from (yp, ACK) --+ u and can be implemented 
as follows. 
where 
if ACK: "received" 
if ACK: "not received" 
if message is received 
if message is lost 
The signal Su serves to hold the output u for one step, for use with the one-step-delayed 
acknowledgement. 
This is shown block diagrammatically in Figure 6.2. The arrows between switches 
show movement of channel state information. Note that the local channel information 
(sensory side) does not require delay, whereas the channel information provided by ac-
knowledgement is one-step-delayed. 
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Figure 6.2 Final implementation of remote control with ACK. The lower 
box is a look inside the above controller block. 
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7 Conclusion of Part I 
We have studied the problem of controlling a linear plant across digital channels such 
as a network that have the potential of losing their packets with certain probability. The 
distinctive feature of our approach is that we can study the actual remote control case 
with two channels in the loop, one for the actuator and one for the sensor. We have 
applied the robust control framework developed in previous work to analyze the maximal 
tolerable packet drop probability for closed loop mean square stability when the receivers 
use the channel side information. The robust control framework provides extra insights 
and allows us to easily disclose connections between receiver side information, noiseless 
feedback available at the transmitter, and their effect on the zeros of the generalized 
plant and ultimately on the robustness limits. We have shown that the channel side 
information is not useful to increase the robustness to drops when the plant is unstable 
but minimum phase. We have also derived the maximal tolerable drop probability for 
any (linear) receiver and shown that it is only a function of the unstable eigenvalues of the 
plant. For NMP plants, we showed that this limit is achievable by a remote controller 
that uses explicit noiseless acknowledgements from the actuator channel. In the case 
where explicit feedback is not available, the problem appears to be decentralized, and 
deserves further investigation. 
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PART II: EXPERIMENTATION 
We are now in a position to test the theory of Part I on a real control problem. 
The final achievement of Part I was a linear remote-control design technique that 
stabilizes across two packet-drop channels using acknowledgement. We will apply this 
technique to the Pendubot. This controller we will call "remote control with ACK." 
Also, we will implement the original remote control of [1, 2] that inspired this thesis. 
We will call this controller "remote control without side information." 
It is hoped, then, that the remote control with ACK will show improvement over the 
remote control without side information. This will be a significant result of this part. 
The other significant result will be a close matching of the theoretical bounds on 
allowable drop-out with those found experimentally. This shows the theory to be useful 
in the practical sense and not overly conservative. 
This part is organized as follows. First, background information about the Pendubot 
will be provided for the reader to become aquainted with the setup. Then, we will 
illustrate the design procedure that creates the above two controllers. This will include 
Matlab and C programming. We will conclude with a look at the data collected from 
the experiment trials and a few observations. 
The programming code used to create these experiments follows in the appendix. 
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8 Equipment setup 
Figure 8.1 A view of the Pendubot apparatus 
The Pendubot is a control experiment manufactured by Mechatronic Systems, Inc. 
of Champaign, Illinois (http://www.prairienet.org/msi/). The Electrical and Computer 
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Engineering Department at Iowa State owns two of them set up in a control laboratory. 
Figure 8.1 shows a picture. 
The experiment is an inverted pendulum; one metal beam, called a link, balances on 
a second in the upright position. The experiment is underactuated. The balanced link, 
free to tip over, must be indirectly controlled by manipulating the link beneath it. 
8.1 Hardware 
The Pendubot is controlled digitally by a nearby PC. The PC communicates through 
3 interface cards installed in ISA slots. The cards connect to the main Pendubot case 
with cables, and an additional cable extends from the case for inhibit switching. The 
inhibit switch is a handheld button that allows emergency escape from operation. All 
hardware was supplied with the initial purchase from the manufacturer. 
Hinged to the case are the two links, which are themselves hinged to each other. The 
link hinged to the case is referred to as link 1, and the other link 2. Link 1 is subject to 
actuation via a control torque, which is produced by a motor in the main case. This is 
the only actuation. An optical sensor housed in the main case measures the position of 
link 1. A second optical sensor, located at the joint of the links, measures the position 
of link 2. 
Figure 8.2 shows a schematic of the frontal view of the links. The positions of 
the links are labeled q1 and q2 and are measured counterclockwise relative to upright 
vertical and relative to q1 , respectively. Thus the schematic shows the links in a position 
of approximately ( q1, Q2) = ( -i, i) radians. The two positions compose the extent of 
what can be used in plant measurement; in the interest of remaining SISO, we will 
choose as measurement some linear combination of these. 
The torque T is controlled proportionately by a voltage signal to the motor, at a 
conversion rate of 1 volt = 0.48072 N ·m. Hereafter the input to the plant will always be 
considered this voltage. 
The objective of our control is to stabilize the links in the upright position (q1 , q2) = 
(0, 0). This is an unstable equilibrium point, and the most difficult one to stabilize. 
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The Pendubot is controlled by the PC as a discrete-time system. There is a sampling 
cycle during which measurements are taken, new actuation is computed, and all signals 
are transmitted. The PC operates in a program loop matching this cycle. In this research 
a sampling time of 5 ms is used. 
y 
Figure 8.2 Schematic of the Pendubot's two links 
8.2 Software 
The real-time program loop run on the PC is an executable compiled from C pro-
gramming. The C programming is low-level and makes use of subroutines written by the 
manufacturer for communication with the Pendubot. Nothing at the subroutine level 
had to be changed for the experiments of this thesis. The main C programming level 
contains all the work that has been done. 
The manufacturer provided several controllers for the Pendubot. The controllers are 
in the form of main C programs. These programs implement simple control strategies 
such as static state-feedback control. The programs have very useful implementations of 
some necessary overhead operations: device initialization, sensor reading, control output, 
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emergency exit, data recording, and sample-period timing. Thus they were the starting 
point for programming more advanced controllers. 
Also provided by the manufacturer were the device drivers and some diagnostic tools. 
Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 was used for C compiling. The compiled executables are run 
from a DOS command window. Arguments may be passed to the executable in the 
command line, and the executable writes data to local files for data recording. 
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9 Experiment design 
9.1 Controller synthesis in Matlab 
This section discusses how effective controllers were generated in Matlab. The com-
plete Matlab script used is shown in Appendix A. 
The mathematical model of the Pendubot in its upright position, after linearization 
and discretization, is loaded into memory as the plant. We have chosen to use plant 
measurement yp = q1 + q2. The first step is the construction of the generalized plant 
in state-space form. This is achieved from the block diagram of Figure 6.l(b). iI, k, L, 
and J are removed as the 2-by-2 controller. 
Additionally, small E's are added for regularity. They appear in the outputs y1 and 
y2 as coefficients for w1 and w2 respectively. Thus, y1 has a small corruption from the 
noise w 1 , and likewise y2 from w2 . E = 10-5 was used. 
Next in the script comes the optimization of the 2-by-2 controller by "D-K" iteration, 
as described in the theory. This took trial and error to find the right diagonal matrix. 
[ 
1 O ] was finally used. 
0 0.0001 
An optimal e* and optimal controller are then obtained. Several steps of model 
simplification are applied to the controller, if it simplifies. The command 
controller=ss(controller, 'min') is repeated until no more reduction occurs. 
The controller will not be manipulated further. Significantly, adding the z-1 delays 
as well as the µ removing have been ignored. This is because both will be taken care 
of in the C code. The delays will be implemented with appropriate use of one-step-old 
variables, and the µ will be removed via a µ-1 scaling explicit in the code. 
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9.2 C programming 
The controller synthesized by Matlab is of the form 
k= [~ 1] 
This is the model-based controller that will be implemented in the C code, together with 
programming to resolve the delays and the µ removal. 
R is in the form of a state-space model. To convert this to C code, numbers are 
extracted from the A, B, C, D matrices to produce code of the form 
u = coefficient* xl + coefficient* x2 ... + coefficient* yl + coefficient* y2 
Xnext = coefficient* xl + coefficient* x2 ... + coefficient* yl + coefficient* y2. 
Note the controller output is computed before the state update. 
µ scaling: 
To obtain the correct controller, a µ must be removed from the controller in two 
places. This µcorresponds to the drop-out rate designed for, by the ruleµ= 1 - e. In 
order to allow dynamic manipulation of the drop-out rate designed for, theµ removal is 
done via multiplication of µ- 1 on the second outputs and inputs. Theµ is calculated at 
the beginning of the C code based on input from the DOS command line that runs the 
program. Thus, without recompiling code, we can vary the drop-out rate designed for 
between experiment runs. 
drop-out network simulation: 
The drop-out network is simulated via random variables generated within the main 
C program. During initialization, Bernoulli random variables (O's and l's) are generated 
for each channel for each time step of the complete experiment. We use 20 seconds of 
unique random variables, and then loop through those 20 seconds indefinitely. When 
drop-out occurs, the appropriate variables are set to zero and the appropriate controller 
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switching is done. Thus, the behavior that takes place is equivalent to what would hap-
pen in real remote control of the Pendubot, had drop-outs occured in the places where 
our random variables were zero. The drop-out rate is inputted from the DOS command 
line. 
saturation: 
The control actuation is limited, for safety of the motor, by a control saturation. The 
current saturation is set at ±6 volts. The motor is designed to receive up to 10 volts. 
The C code loops through its sequence of commands every 5 ms. The loop consists of 
sensor measurement, control-law computation, state update, drop-out action, saturation, 
actuation, data recording, and waiting for the sample period to expire. 
Appendix B shows the complete C code used. 
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10 Results 
Table 10.1 Comparison of the theoretically and experimentally determined 
values of e*, i.e. the threshold of stabilizable drop-out probabil-
ity. The two controllers of this chapter are used. 
e* No side info Remote with ACK 
Theoretical 0.4820 0.8365 
Experimental 0.48 0.75 
The results of the experiments are very successful. Both controllers worked at sta-
bilizing the Pendubot. The remote control with ACK succeeded in surviving drop-out 
near its theoretical target, and the remote control without side information succeeded 
in surviving exactly its theoretical target. 
10.1 Remote control with ACK as developed in Part I 
The remote control with ACK was found to tolerate drop-out up to a rate of 75%. 
A typical trial lasting 17 seconds has been recorded for data analysis. Figure 10.1 shows 
a sample 5 seconds of stabilization. 
The first subplot shows the variation of the Pendubot links, q1 and q2 . Note that 
their stabilization consists of an oscillation which repeats about every 1.8 seconds. Note 
also that they have a symmetry: q1 plus q2 tries to sum to zero. This represents the 
fact that the balanced link is held vertical even when the lower link is slightly out of 
position. 
The next subplot shows a comparison of plant measurement and the first controller 
output. Recall that this control signal is added to plant measurement before entering the 
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Figure 10.1 Remote control with ACK: 5 seconds of stabilization. Plotted 
are link positions q1 and q2 ; plant output y and its estimate 
-u1; plant actuation u2; and the drop-outs of channels 1 and 2. 
Drop-out is at 753. 
controller as an input. The plot shows their close correspondence. Thus, as predicted, 
the controller is generating an estimate of plant measurement! 
The third subplot shows actuation, which has been zeroed much of the time. 
The fourth subplot shows drop-out of the two channels. 
Next a zoom-in of Figure 10.1 is plotted in Figure 10. 2. This allows the details of 
network drop-out and actuation zeroing to be seen. 1 second is shown. 
Finally, Figure 10.3 further zooms-in in order to illustrate an interesting correspon-
dence between sensor-side drop-out and measurement estimation. A wide gap in sensor-
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Figure 10.2 Remote control with ACK: A zoom-in of the previous figure. 
Plotted are link positions q1 and q2 ; plant output y and its 
estimate -u1 ; plant actuation u2 ; and the drop-outs of channels 
1 and 2. Drop-out is at 75%. 
side measurements (Channel 2) is seen in the lower subplot. Note how the estimate 
deviates until another sensor-side measurement gets through. 
10.2 Remote control without side information 
The remote control without side information was found to tolerate drop-out up to 
a rate of 48%. A typical trial lasting more than 20 seconds has been recorded for data 
analysis. Figure 10.4 shows a sample 5 seconds of stabilization. 
The Pendubot links again are oscillatory and symmetric. Note the higher frequency 
of actuation signals that are allowed to get through. 
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Remote control with ACK: An illustration of plant-output es-
timation and the impact of measurement drop-out. Plotted 
are plant output y and its estimate -u1; and the drop-outs of 
channels 1 and 2. Drop-out is at 753. 
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Next a zoom-in of Figure 10.4 is plotted in Figure 10.5. This allows the details of 
network drop-out and actuation zeroing to be seen. 1 second is shown. 
10. 3 Acknowledgement loss 
To conclude this chapter, we look at one variant of the "remote control with ACK" 
controller. 
The theory of Part I supposes that noiseless acknowledgement is available from the 
actuation receiver. This, however, is an idealization; conceivably, acknowledgements 
could themselves be lost. The argument of Part I is that acknowledgements should be 
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Figure 10.4 Remote control without side information: 5 seconds of stabi-
lization. Plotted are link positions q1 and q2 ; plant actuation 
u; and the drop-outs of channels 1 and 2. Drop-out is at 48%. 
much easier to send than the actuation and sensory signals. Suppose that in practice a 
small percent of the acknowledgements are lost. We now show experimentally that the 
idealization is a useful one. 
Figure 10.6 shows 5 seconds of stabilization under the presence of acknowledgement 
drop-out in addition to normal channel drop-out. The controller is exactly that designed 
in section 10.1, with the addition of acknowledgement drop-out handling. In the event 
that an acknowledgement is not received, the controller assumes the worst and takes 
ACK= "not received" (one of the two signals when ACK is received). 
The controller has been designed using the theory of Part I, so the idealization is 
being used for whatever acknowledgement loss we choose to implement. The figure shows 
implementation with 10% acknowledgement drop-out. The limit of regular channel drop-
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Figure 10.5 Remote control without side information: A zoom-in of the 
previous figure. Plotted are link positions q1 and q2 ; plant 
actuation u; and the drop-outs of channels 1 and 2. Drop-out 
is at 483. 
out is then found to be 653. Thus the introduction of mild acknowledgement drop-out 
has dropped us back from 753 to 653. · 
Acknowledgement drop-out of 203 was also explored, and yields an experimental 
limit of 403 regular channel drop-out. 
These serve to show that the idealization of noiseless acknowledgement is continuous 
in a sense. The introduction of small acknowledgement drop-out disturbs the threshold 
of channel drop-out rather than completely destroy it. 
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Figure 10.6 Remote control with lossy ACK. Plotted are link positions q1 
and q2 ; plant output y and its estimate -u1 ; plant actuation u2 ; 
and the drop-outs of channels 1, 2, and "ACK". Drop-out is at 
65% for 1 and 2, 10% for ACK. 
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11 Conclusion and future work 
This concludes the experiment discussion and the thesis. The experiments showed 
that the theoretical control strategy really works, and that the theoretical drop-out 
bounds are significant. Interesting characteristics of the controller were observed from 
the experiment data. In particular, the controller seems to be creating an estimate of 
plant measurement, as predicted. This has interesting interpretation; the controller is 
providing itself with plant measurement error instead of plant measurement (done in 
the original scheme). Thus, when erasure occurs, the lie is less: it tells itself the error 
is zero rather than zero for the measurement itself. This was achieved through linear 
switching that makes use of the receiver side information. 
Several ideas for future work follow. The acknowledgement loss touched briefly in 
section 10.3 should be explored theoretically. The experiment was only an afterthought; 
perhaps theory can give validity to it. Second, more complicated channels could be 
studied. 
More experiment work can be pursued as well. A more realistic trial would be one 
conducted remotely over a real network. Also, dynamic variation of designed-for drop-
out is possible, to statistically follow recent network behavior. 
Finally, a better understanding of stochastic robustness and its relation to side infor-
mation is needed. More complicated control schemes are possible that are still linear and 
switching. More connections should be made with this work and the fields of detection 
and estimation and information theory. 
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APPENDIX A 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% calcPlant.m 
% Parameters 
TS = 0.005; % sampling period 
% operating point 
xl_= pi/2; 
x3_= O; 
u_= O; 
% always: 
x2_= O; 
x4_= O; 
% Cale nonlinear plant "f" 
g = 9.80665; 
tl 0.0308; 
t2 0.0106; 
t3 0.0095; 
t4 0.2087; 
t5 0.0630; 
syms xl x2 x3 x4 u real 
m11=t1+t2+2•t3•cos(x3); 
m22=t2; 
m12=t2+t3•cos(x3); 
m21=m12; 
h1=-t3•(sin(x3)•x4·2+2•sin(x3)•x2•x4); 
h2=t3•sin(x3)•x2·2; 
p1=t4•g•cos(x1)+t5•g•cos(x1+x3); 
p2=t5•g•cos(x1+x3); 
del=m11•m22-m12•m21; 
f1=x2; 
f2=(-m22•(h1+p1-u)+m12•(h2+p2))/del; 
f3=x4; 
f4=(m12•(h1+p1-u)-m11•(h2+p2))/del; 
xs [xi x2 x3 x4] ' ; 
Matlab Code 
[fl f2 f3 f4J '; 
A_sym = jacobian(f,xs); 
b_sym = jacobian(f,u); 
% Cale plant linearization at chosen operating point 
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Ape double(subs(A_sym,{x1 x2 x3 x4 u},{x1_ x2 x3 x4 u_})); 
Bpc double(subs(b_sym,{x1 x2 x3 x4 u},{x1_ x2_ x3 x4_ u_})); 
Cpc [1 0 1 OJ; 
Ope O· 
Psysc ss(Apc,Bpc,Cpc,Dpc); 
% Cale plant linearization discretized 
Psys = c2d(Psysc,TS,'zoh'); 
[A,B,C,D] = ssdata(Psys); 
return 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% main.m 
epsilon=le-6; 
load PendPlantTOP TS A 8 
C= [1 0 1 OJ; 
sa=size(A, 1); 
sc=size(C,1); 
% lin comb q1,q2 
% Assign a,b,c,d (P) 
a= [A zeros(sa,2); C 0 O; zeros(1,sa+2)J; 
b [B zeros(sa,2) 8; 0 1 1 O; 1 0 0 1J; 
c = [zeros(1,sa+2); C 0 O; zeros(1,sa+1) 1; zeros(1,sa) 1 OJ; 
d [O 0 0 1; 0 0 1 0; epsilon 0 0 0; 0 epsilon 0 OJ; 
Nyu = [2,2J; 
P=ss(a,b,c,d,TS); 
Alpha=.0001; %.000004:.000001:.00001 (.000006) 
gammv = [J; 
for alpha=Alpha 
TH = diag([1 alpha 1 1]); 
THI = inv(TH); 
TH sys = ss(TH); 
THI sys = ss(THI); 
Pnew = THisys * P * THsys; 
.0001 ok 
sys= lti2pck(Pnew); 
%[gamm,Q] = dmslmi(sys,Nyu); %and dh2lmi 
[gamm,Ksynth,CL] = dh2ric_jn(sys,Nyu); gamm=gamm/2; 
gammv = [gammv gamm] ; 
end 
%plot(Alpha,gammv) 
mingamm = min(gammv) 
1 I ( 1 +mingamm) 
KS= pck2ss(Ksynth,TS); 
% If mu not included in gen plant: 
sig_bar_sq = 1/(gamm); 
e_star = sig_bar_sq I (1 + sig_bar_sq) 
mu_star = 1 - e_star; 
% JLHK struc: · 
JLHKhats = KS; 
JLHKhat = zpk(JLHKhats); 
J JLHKhat(1,1)*zpk([),[0],1,TS); 
Ltil JLHKhat(1,2)*zpk([],[0],1,TS)/mu_star; 
Htil JLHKhat(2,1)*zpk([],[0],1,TS)/mu_star; 
Ktil JLHKhat(2,2)*zpk([) ,[0),1,TS)/mu_star·2; 
L = Ltil 
H = Htil 
(Ltil - 1); 
(Htil - 1); 
K = Ktil*(1 - H)*(1 - L); 
% Prepare controller for implem 
size (JLHKhats) 
% do at prompt: 
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7.JLHKhats=ss(JLHKhats,'min'); 
%[A,B,C,D]=ssdata(JLHKhats); 
REPEAT MANUALLY AS MANY TIMES DESIRED 
%gen C code 
% Output JLHKhats, then do the 1/mu in C code 
% Ghat 
M=lft(P,KS); 
M=ss(M, 'min'); 
M11=M(1,1) ;M12=M(1,2) ;M21=M(2,1) ;M22=M(2,2); 
Ghat = [dh2norm(lti2pck(M11)) 
eig(Ghat) 
pole(M) 
return 
dh2norm(lti2pck(M12)) dh2norm(lti2pck(M21)) dh2norm(lti2pck(M22))]; 
// 2-ch remote w/q1+q2 meas. 
#define PI 3.1415926F 
#define HALFPI 1. 5707963F 
#define G 9.80665F 
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APPENDIX B 
ARG: e e_implem 
II acceleration of gravity m/s"2 
#define X1_ HALFPI 
#define X3_ O. OF 
#define SAMPLE 0.005F II sample period between .001 and .016 
#define NUM_COMMANDLINE_PAR 2 // command-line parameters 
C Code 
#define NUM_POINTS 6000 II number of data points to write to a data M-file; must be less than 8000 
#define POINT_INCREMENT 1 // data recording decimation 
#define INIT_RAD_ENC1 -HALFPI // Pendubot hanging position initial conditions 
#define INIT_RAD_ENC2 O.OF 
#define SETTLE_TIME 1000 //(cycles) // 5 sec 
#define ERASURE_LOOP 4000 //(cycles) // 20 sec 
#define RAND_BUFFER 5009 //(SETTLE_TIME + ERASURE_LOOP + extra) // max 65000 
#include "devproj .h" 
void main(argc, argv) 
int argc; 
{ 
char •argv [] ; 
char datafile (13] ; 
char varnames[6][15]; 
HANDLE tmphandle; 
char tmpbuff [256] ; 
int ver_running; 
float u1=0.0F,u2=0.0F; //sanity init 
float q1=0.0F,q2=0.0F,y1=0.0F,y2=0.0F; //sanity init 
float x1k=O.OF,x3k=O.OF; //sanity init 
float s1n=O.OF,s2n=O.OF,s3n=O.OF,s4n=O.OF; //sanity init 
float s1=0.0F,s2=0.0F,s3=0.0F,s4=0.0F; 
fl initialize position and velocity variables 
f* float x1old = X1_; 
•/ 
float x3old = X3_; 
float x2old1 
float x2old2 
float x4old1 
float x4old2 
float t O.OF; 
float x,r,R; 
unsigned int k· 
O.OF; 
O.OF; 
O.OF; 
O.OF; 
char erasel[RAND_BUFFER]; 
char erase2[RAND_BUFFER]; 
float e = O.OF; II default 
float e_implem O.OF; II default 
float mu=O.OF; //sanity init 
sprintf (datafile, "data. m 11 ) ; 
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II determine if the command line input should be processed 
II and if so assign command line input to the appropriate variables 
if (argc == (NUM_COMMANDLINE_PAR + 1)) { 
e = (float) atof (argv [1]); 
e_implem 
} // endif 
(float) atof (argv[2]); 
II Allows user to enter args at command prompt 
II print the input parameters to check they were received correctly 
printf ("e = /.f\n" ,e); 
printf( 11 e_implem = /.f\n 11 ,e_implem ); 
mu 1 - e_implem; // mu for implem 
R RAND_MAX; 
for (k=1; k < SETTLE_TIME; k++) 
{ 
} 
erase1 [k] =0; 
erase2 [k] =0; 
for (k=SETTLE_TIME; k <= SETTLE_TIME + ERASURE_LOOP; k++) 
{ 
/Ix= (float (rand()))/(float (RAND_MAX)); 
r = rand(); 
x = r/R; 
if (x<e) 
{ erasel[k] =1; 
} else 
{ erase 1[k] =O; 
} 
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} 
for (k=SETTLE_TIME; k <= SETTLE_TIME + ERASURE_LOOP; k++) 
{ 
//x = (float (rand()))/(float (RAND_MAX)); 
r = rand(); 
} 
x = r/R; 
if (x<e) 
{ erase2[k]=1; 
} else 
{ erase2[k]=O; 
} 
k=O; //starting k 
II Check running in Win NT 4.0, load device driver 
ver_running = CheckSystemVersion(); 
if (ver_running != 5) 
exit(1); 
//printf("Running in Windows NT Version 4.0\n"); 
tmphandle = CreateFile("\\\\.\\giveio", GENERIC_READ, 0, NULL, 
. OPEN_EXISTING, FILE_ATTRIBUTE_NORMAL, NULL); 
if (tmphandle == INVALID_HANDLE_VALUE) 
exit(1); 
CloseHandle(tmphandle); 
zeroDAC(); //Set DAC output to zero initially 
pause_message("Hold Button, hit Enter, then move to TOP POSITION in 6 secs"); 
init_boards(); 
printf("6 secs ... 11 ); 
// See comments at the end of the do while for using Digital I/0 to Stop the Controller 
/•printf("Press Digital I/0 Button to Stop Control\n");•/ 
Sleep(6000); //(ms) //min 100 
setthreadpriority(GetCurrentProcess(), GetCurrentThread(), 4, 5); 
arm_counter(); II start the timer counting (see timerdb.h) 
/I start of the continuous control loop 
do 
read_encoders(&x1k,&x3k); 
q1 x1k - X1_; 
q2 x3k - X3_; 
II read the position of the links (see encodrbd.h) 
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II this is a precaution to check if the first link is moving too far 
II away from its normal operating area. This helps prevent the first 
II from swinging multiple times out of control. You can change this 
// to whatever safety limits you feel appropriate. All safty_check does 
// is see if x1k is within the limits given. If x1k is outside the limits 
II DAC 0 is set to zero and the program is exited. 
safety_check(x1k,(float) PI,(float) O); //*top hemisphere* 
/* II calculate raw velocity 
*/ 
x2k = (x1k-x1old)/SAMPLE; 
x4k = (x3k-x3old)/SAMPLE; 
I/ filter velocity with an average 
x2k = (x2k+x2old1+x2old2)/3.0F; // average last 3 velocities to get 
x4k = (x4k+x4old1+x4old2)/3.0F; // rid of quantization noise 
II Remote JL!!Khats controller with separate 1/mu scaling 
/* 
•/ 
y1 u2; // old u1, u2, and of course q1,q2 are old. 
y2 (u1 + q1+q2)/mu; 
if (++k > SETTLE_TIME + ERASURE_LOOP) k=SETTLE_TIME; 
if (erase2[k]) y2=0; 
u1 -1.0489e+OOO*s1 + 8.3450e-001*s2 + 4.4753e-001*s3 + 2.3526e-002*s4 + 5.0287e-004*y1 + -1.7860e-001*y2; 
u2 1.5412e+001*s1 + -1.3655e+001*s2 + -4.0225e+OOO*s3 + -2.0206e+OOO*s4 + -1.7860e-001*y1 + 5.4143e+OOO•y2; 
s1n = 9.9815e-001•s1 + -8.9884e-003•s2 + 1.0461e-003•s3 + -9.4051e-006•s4 + -3.7092e-003•y1 + -2.4750e-001•y2; 
s2n -1.4313e-001•s1 + 9.5267e-001•s2 + -2.3856e-002•s3 + -1.1530e-005•s4 + -9.1735e-002•y1 + 1.0095e+OOO•y2; 
s3n 2.4642e-001•s1 + 5.0743e-002•s2 + 1.0251e+OOO•s3 + 9.2746e-003•s4 + 1.4471e-001•y1 + -2.5536e+OOO•y2; 
s4n 3.0326e-001•s1 + 4.4540e-001•s2 + 2.3190e-001•s3 + 1.0284e+OOO•s4 + 3.9993e-001•y1 + -6.5462e+OOO•y2; 
s1 slnj 
s2 s2n; 
s3 s3n; 
s4 s4nj 
u2 = u2/mu; 
if (erase1[k]) u2=0; 
if (fabs(u2) > 6.0F) u2 6.0F * u2 I (fabs(u2)); //sat 
II limit output 
if (u > 9. 95F) 
u = 9.95F; 
if (u < -9. 95F) 
u = -9.95F; 
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out_DACO(u2); II output control effort (see dacbd.h) 
/• II hold past states 
x2old2 x2old1; 
x2old1 x2k; 
x4old2 x4old1; 
x4old1 x4k; 
x1old x1k; 
x3old x3k; 
savedata(k,t,q1,q2,u1,u2,erase1[k],erase2[k]); // savedata needs 8 args (see devproj.h) 
t += SAMPLE; II increment time 
II I use this to watch if a correct sample rate is being produced 
II This routine toggles DID output pin 0 each sample period. You 
II can scope the output pin to monitor the sample rate created 
II UpdateDIO_Output_PinO(); 
II This function waits for the sample period to expire before returning 
WaitForSample(); 
} 
II Continue until Digital I/0 line changed. I/0 Button pushed 
II use DIO_In_PinO_State() to give your controller even more processor time 
II This function sends back the state of digital I/0 pinO of the CIO-CTR05 board 
II By polling this pin instead of polling for any key to be hit less processor 
II resources are used. You will need to make a simple cable for this purpose. 
II See function's comments in 11 timerbd.h 11 
/•while (DIO_In_PinO_State());•/ 
II Continue controlling until any key is hit 
while (!kbhit()); // continue control until any key hit 
if (!getch()) 
(void)getch(); 
printf( 11 \n"); 
zeroDAC(); II send zero to the DAC output 
disarm_counter(); II stop counter 
II set priorities back to normal state 
II This is important so that the file IO below will run correctly 
setthreadpriority(GetCurrentProcess(), GetCurrentThread(), 2, 3); 
II make sure the names stay less than 15 characters since that is all the 
II memory that was allocated above 
II the seventh and eighth variable are not named in them-file and are not 
II plotted with the matlab plotting routines supplied 
sprintf (varnames [OJ, "k"); 
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sprintf(varnames[1] ,"t (sec)"); 
sprintf (varnames [2] , "q1 (rad)") ; 
sprintf(varnames[3] ,"q2 (rad)"); 
sprintf(varnames [4], "u1 (volts)"); 
sprintf(varnames[5] ,"u2 (volts)"); 
II vrite saved data to file 
savedatafile(datafile,varnames[OJ,varnames[1),varnames[2],varnames[3],varnames[4],varnames[5)); 
II savedatafile vants 7 args, so just give it datafile plus 6 strings and don't vorry vhat they are 
II vrite saved data to the file "dontremv.m" used in the Matlab plotting command 
savedataforMatlabplotting("c: \\matlab\\" ,varnames [OJ, varnames [1), varnames [2], varnames [3], varnames [4] ,varnames [5]); 
sprintf (tmpbuff, "Control ran for lC4f seconds: Press Any Key to Close this Windov\n" ,t); 
pause_message(tmpbuff); 
II Free the memory allocated to save data 
myfree(); 
} II end of program 
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